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Programs are made possible, in part, by the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of the Office of the Governor and the New York State Legislature.
**Kravis Nightcap**

*Nightcap* is a series of late-night concerts curated by composers and performers from a wide spectrum of artistic disciplines, presented as an interactive counterpoint to select New York Philharmonic subscription concerts.
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**Erin GEE**  
*Mouthpiece 28*

**David BIRD**  
*Series Imposture*

**Ashkan BEHZADI**  
“Arqueros” from *Love, Crystal and Stone*

**Eric WUBBELS**  
*INSTRUMENTS from interbeing*

**Tyshawn SOREY**  
*For jaimie branch*

(World Premiere–New York Philharmonic Co-Commission with Michaelene Gorney and Edmund Trafford)
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**TAK Ensemble**

CURATOR / PERFORMER

Multifaceted quintet founded on the principles of curiosity, experimentation, and communication; formed in 2013, its members are Laura Cocks (flute), Madison Greenstone (clarinet), Charlotte Mundy (voice), Marina Kifferstein (violin), and Ellery Trafford (percussion)

- Its seven albums include collaborations with Mario Diaz de Leon, Taylor Brook, Erin Gee, Brandon López, Ann Cleare, Tyshawn Sorey, Natacha Diels, Scott L. Miller, David Bird, Ashkan Behzadi
- Premiered hundreds of new works, with 2022–23 premieres including commissions from Michelle Lou and DM R with Joy Guidry
- Collaborated with young composers at Juilliard MAP and NY Phil VYC
- Held residencies at Harvard, Stanford, Columbia, Oberlin, The Delian Academy of New Music, and many others
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FOR MORE INFO ON THE ARTISTS, VISIT  
NYPHIL.ORG/DEC3NIGHTCAP